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Hi! My name is Gianna, and 

I'm a computer programmer. 

A computer programmer is 

someone who uses special 

computer languages to 

make computers do certain 

tasks. 

A computer language is a way to communicate with a 

computer. Computer languages are made up of codes a 

computer understands. A code can include a series of 

symbols, letters, words, and numbers. For example, one 

computer language uses “< >” brackets to know when a 

task starts and stops. 

Meet Gianna! 

< >



I use computer languages to “talk” to computers! I use the computer codes to tell the computer 

jobs I want it to do. The computer understands me because I am using computer language!  

Using Computer Languages and Codes

Have you ever used 

another language? 

How did you learn it? 

I had to learn computer languages by studying them. Then, I can use computer languages to 

program a computer. Programming a computer means I can tell it what I want it to do. 

Computers are very good at following instructions! My programs give computers instructions 

on what jobs to do. For example, last week I programmed a computer to turn itself off at night 

and turn itself on in the morning.  

*************



I became fascinated with computers after watching a TV program about them. The program 

showed how a computer was used in a factory to build an entire bicycle! The computer was 

programmed to control many different machines. Each machine had a job to do to build a 

bicycle. For example, the computer told one machine to add on tires. The computer would 

then tell the next machine to tighten the tires onto the bicycle so they would not fall off. It was 

so incredible to watch how the computers made the machines move and build the bicycle! 

Why I Became a Computer Programmer



Working on Car Safety

Right now, I work for a company that makes cars! Did you know that almost all cars have 

computers in them? Today, I am programming a car computer so it knows when to use airbags. 

Airbags help keep people from getting hurt in an accident. Airbags are kept inside of cars and 

come out only if the car is in an accident. If the car hits something hard, the airbags come out and 

fill with air. They act like a big cushion for people. 



Knowing about Speed

Low Speed

High Speed

Airbags only need to come out and fill with air when a car is in a high-speed accident. That is 

because when things are moving fast, they have more energy. When a car is moving fast and hits 

another car, it hits it very hard. But if a car is slowly moving and hits another car, it hits it much 

more softly.  
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Programming the Computer 

The airbags normally stay hidden away inside the car. You cannot see them and don't even know 

they are there. My job is to program the car computer to only let the airbags out when they are 

needed. That means when the car hits something really hard!  



Programming the Computer

Using the computer language, I program the computer to only let the airbags out if the car gets hit 

hard. I also tell the computer if the car gets hit softly, not to let the airbags out. When I finish 

programming the computer, it will know exactly when to let the airbags out and when not to!  

Hard Hit Soft Hit

Let Airbag Out Don't Let Airbag Out



Other Computer Program Jobs

Can you think of any 

other ways computers 

can do jobs for cars?


